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/ a beat, a coffee break or a cat nap

/ wide open space 

/ to unwind or unhurry

Welcome to rest, the Canberra 
Symphony Orchestra magazine. 

Classical music is a living, breathing 
art form, just as potent and expressive 
today as in centuries past. We invite 
you to hear and see differently, to 
engage with diverse voices and to 
wrestle with the complexity and 
beauty of modern life – through music. 

This edition includes 
concert programs for:

Chamber Classics – 
French Connections (13 Feb)

Australian Series – Stargazers (7 Apr)

Llewellyn One – Redemption  
(13 / 14 Apr)

To help us conserve resources, we 
encourage you to keep this copy and 
bring it along to each performance.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY 

The Canberra Symphony Orchestra (CSO) acknowledges the  
traditional custodians of the land on which CSO concerts take place  
and this magazine is published, the Ngunnawal people. We pay our 
respects to their Elders past, present and emerging.
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Welcome

Whether you’re a long-time subscriber or joining us for the 
first time, your role in the process of live music making is just as 
important as ours onstage. The energy, support and enthusiasm 
we feel from you in the audience is a palpable, essential element 
of the performance. 

We’re joined by a series of outstanding guest artists across the 
2022 season. Upcoming concerts feature Courtenay Cleary, 
performing Margaret Sutherland’s enthralling Violin Concerto, 
and my fabulous former colleague from the Sydney Symphony, 
Emma Sholl, performing CPE Bach’s virtuosic flute concerto 
under the baton of luminary guest conductor, Benjamin Bayl.

Our Artist in Focus this year, Sholl also features in our 
opening Chamber Classics program on 13 February. This 
relatively new concert series is already very much in demand. 
Upcoming programs include Schubert, Lili Boulanger, 
Beethoven, Dora Pejačević, Brahms and a brass special led 
by Principal Trumpet, Justin Lingard.

We continue our commitment to Australian voices in 2022, 
with over 20 Australian works. These include world premieres 
from Christopher Sainsbury, Jakub Jankowski, Leah Curtis 
and drummer / rapper Rhyan Clapham (a.k.a. DOBBY). We 
also present works by storyteller Nardi Simpson, local voices 
Brenda Gifford and Michael Sollis, and the ever-inspiring 
Deborah Cheetham.

Later in the year, I’m particularly looking forward to performing 
Metamorphosen for 23 solo strings by Richard Strauss, 
Stravinsky’s Petrushka, and of course, Handel’s Messiah. 
It’s not too late to create a subscription to support your 
CSO and save on tickets! 

Thank you, from our hearts to yours, for joining us on 
another musical adventure. 

Kirsten Williams
Concertmaster

Image: Martin Ollman

A very warm-hearted welcome back to the 
Canberra Symphony Orchestra (CSO) for 2022. 
We have an array of inspired and appealing 
works in store for you this year, programmed 
by our brilliant Chief Conductor and Artistic 
Director, Jessica Cottis.



Editor’s note

We set out to create a 
space where we could 
explore and celebrate the 
role music plays in our 
human experience.

Wherever this finds you, we’re 
so glad you’ve picked up rest, the 
Canberra Symphony Orchestra 
(CSO) magazine.

When we launched rest in 2021, 
we set out to create a space where 
we could explore and celebrate 
the role music plays in our human 
experience. This quarterly magazine 
is a companion to CSO concerts, 
but we hope it finds its way onto 
kitchen tables, bookshelves and 
back verandahs. 

If you’re on your coffee break or 
commute, I encourage you to explore 
the features section at the front of 
the magazine. This edition spotlights 
percussionist Veronica Bailey, 
Yuwaalaraay composer and author 
Nardi Simpson, and our Artist in 
Focus, flautist Emma Sholl.

We’ve also included a handy 
explainer on Wagner’s ‘Tristan chord’, 
the ground-breaking sound that 
changed music history and inspired 
the season ahead of us. 

If you’re reading this at a CSO 
concert, you can jump straight to 
the corresponding concert program 
to help you get the most out of 
the experience: 

• Chamber Classics 
French Connections  
(pp. 22–29)

• Australian Series 
Stargazers  
(pp. 30–43)

• Llewellyn One 
Redemption  
(pp. 44–59)

I welcome your feedback as we 
continue to shape the magazine. 
You can reach me directly at 
communications@cso.org.au. 

Dive in and enjoy the music! 

Jacqui Douglas 
Editor

WELCOME

/4
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Timing is everything ...
Let OPF conduct your marketing

Digital Marketing
Strategic Communications

Business Advisory

opfconsulting.com.au

Proud marketing partner of the
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She won a scholarship for pre-tertiary 
study at the Canberra (now ANU) 
School of Music, going on to 
complete a Bachelor of Music and a 
master’s in percussion pedagogy. 

A passionate educator, Veronica 
has taught percussion at the ANU 
School of Music since 2018 and at 
the ANU Open School since 2010. 
She also has her own percussion 
studio, crammed with tuned and 
untuned percussion of every kind. 
Her students have gone on to win 
national prizes and prestigious 
scholarships and participate in 
Australian Youth Orchestra programs. 

Veronica is married to CSO 
trombonist Michael Bailey, and 
they have two young children: 
Gus (aged five) and Remy (aged four). 
Both are learning piano, which 
Veronica describes as a foundational 
instrument. 'We’re happy for them 
to play whatever they want to play, 
with that piano base.'

‘We try and spend as much family 
time together as we can,’ Veronica 
says. ‘We love nature, being outside 
is a big one for the kids and for 
us.’ The Baileys are avid cyclists; 
even four-year-old Remy can pedal 
a couple of kilometres happily 
(and speedily!) by himself.

Being active is also central to 
Veronica’s creative practice, from 
running to HIIT training. When 
time allows, she finds sewing and 
embroidery to be similarly meditative 
and another creative outlet.

As well as performing with the 
CSO, Veronica is a core member 
of Looking Glass Percussion 
with John Dewhurst, a fellow 
CSO percussionist. 

Image (left): Martin Ollman

LOCAL

Canberra born and 
bred, Veronica Bailey 
learnt the piano as 
a child, taking up 
percussion at age 12  
to be able to participate 
in school orchestras 
and bands.

CSO PRINCIPAL PERCUSSION

Veronica 
Bailey

0
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 “We love nature, being outside is a  
big one for the kids and for us.” 

Veronica’s top picks on  
the CSO 2022 season: 

The entire Australian Series, 
particularly the opening concert 
which features new music 
from Christopher Sainsbury

0 
Mendelssohn’s Reformation 
Symphony 

0 
CPE Bach’s flute concert, 
featuring Emma Sholl



Belco Arts

The last two years have been 
disruptive and challenging for 
everyone, but one of the silver linings 
for Belco Arts has been establishing 
Infuse: Artists Strengthening 
Communities. Infuse provides 
free, inclusive and heartfelt arts 
experiences to communities across 
the ACT region, led by emerging and 
established professional artists. 

So far, Infuse funds have supported: 

• Three free, online making sessions 
led by local artists Michelle Day, 
Ruth O’Brien and Kiran Grewal. 

• Creation of the Gunner’s Place 
Youth Centre mural by young 
artists from Harrison, Amaroo and 
Gold Creek Schools, led by street 
artist Bohie Palecek.

Infuse sessions are focused on 
improving your sense of wellbeing 
and giving you a safe space to 
creatively experiment and connect 
with your community. If you would 
like to be involved, you can join 
a free session at Belconnen Arts 
Centre. Ten free sessions will be run 
each year and you can register via 
the Belco Arts website.

These projects are made possible by 
our wonderful Infuse patrons whose 
donations go directly to supporting 
artists in transforming communities. 

Learn more at  
belcoarts.com.au/infuse

Street artist Bohie Palacek in front of the 
Gunner’s Place Youth Centre mural, painted 
with young artists from Harrison, Amaroo 
and Gold Creek schools.

Image courtesy of Belco Arts

The arts are at the heart 
of community building. 
Art has the ability to 
unite, empower, build 
trust and create abiding 
appreciation for and pride 
in diverse communities. 

0 

Infuse provides free, inclusive 
and heartfelt arts experiences 

to communities 

LOCAL



Workshop7

Faculty of Arts & Design, 
University of Canberra

The Faculty of Arts & Design at the 
University of Canberra (UC) equips 
graduates with skills in critical and 
creative thinking, communication, 
teamwork and ethical practice. One 
of the Faculty’s flagship facilities, 
Workshop7 enables students and 
research collaborators to prototype 
and develop projects using a range 
of equipment and expertise, from 
robotics and digital manufacturing to 
manual fabrication. 

0 
In early 2020, the Canberra 
Symphony Orchestra (CSO) moved 
into new offices at 1 Farrell Place, 
overlooking Llewellyn Hall. To 
celebrate the new space, the CSO 
commissioned a reception desk 
through a project partnership with 
the UC Faculty of Arts & Design, 
designed and fabricated by the 
technical staff of Workshop7. 

0 
For a designer, the empathetic 
interpretation of the client’s brief is 
one of the most valuable tools in the 
design process. Many hand drawings 
were produced throughout the 
design proposal stage to ensure the 
configuration, forms and materials 
met the CSO brief. 

The CSO required a frontpiece for the 
musical world it inhabits. While there 
are many obvious musical references 
that could be incorporated into a 
design solution, it was important 
that they should not be too literal 
or obvious.

A piano-inspired form was the first 
concept, dubbed ‘Frankensteinway’ 
for the combination of many ideas 
and elements into a new being. This 
concept included an inbuilt vase 
made from an old trumpet, intended 
to display Australian flowers in 
keeping with the CSO’s Australian 
music focus.

While the piano is often featured 
in symphonic music, many people 
more readily associate strings with an 
orchestra. A second concept emerged, 
based on a form inspired by the cello. 

The solution balanced materials 
associated with traditional instrument 
making with contemporary materials 
that reflect the CSO’s progressive 
identity. The desk employs traditional 
fine furniture and luthiery timbers 
coupled with modern carbon fibre 
finishes on curved surfaces. 

The final form is characteristic of a 
postmodern architectural style, with 
shades of art deco in the ivory-
coloured bands, which run the length 
of the desk’s surface and suggest a 
musical stave. 

Design and fabrication process

• Initial design sketches

• Design proposals

• Material samples

• Large scale plan, elevation 
and sectional drawings

• Fabrication: timber sheet elements; 
curved timber panels; laminated 
timber components; tooling former 
(C Bout); carbon, foam core, sheet, 
carbon C Bout layers

• Carbon veneering of high 
counter surfaces

• Finishing of carbon and timber 
surfaces and desk-top string lines

• Assembly of stave lines, trumpet 
vase, privacy screens

• Assembly and completion 
in Workshop7

• Installation at 1 Farrell Place

/9

The UC Faculty of Arts & Design  
is a CSO Project Partner. 
canberra.edu.au/about-uc/faculties/
arts-design
@workshop7_uc

PARTNER FEATURE
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Over 55s living 
communities are a great 
way to enhance and 
preserve your wellbeing. 
Research tells us that being social 
and connected is good for your 
health and happiness. The Aerie in 
Narrabundah, by Lendlease, offers 
a holistic lifestyle and community 
connection to help you live well 
for longer.

Life’s a joy

Lendlease Retirement Living 
recognises the importance of 
remaining active and healthy, so 
we provide lifestyle and wellness 
initiatives tailored to the needs of 
each community.

The Aerie offers a range of wellness 
activities, from aqua aerobics, 
walking and other exercise groups 
to cards, billiards, arts and crafts – 
or simply opportunities to catch up 
over a coffee.

Live your way

The community offers intelligently 
designed and spacious new homes, 
resort style facilities and a supportive 
village atmosphere that allows you 
to get involved in as much or as little 
as you would like. The social hub 
of the village, the Aerie Clubhouse 
features an indoor heated swimming 
pool, gym and bar – the perfect place 
to meet new people, pursue your 
hobbies or relax with a good book. 

For Aerie residents Ross and Barbara 
Ramsay, the decision was easy: ‘The 
village has a very friendly, welcoming 
atmosphere. We’ve met everyone 
who lives here and it’s always nice to 
see a familiar face and wave as they 
come past.’ 

Your place to live well

To support residents to live well, 
The Aerie offers access to a range of 
medical, natural health and self-care 
professional services onsite and 
cleaners who can provide a helping 
hand around the home. Alternatively, 
you may choose your own service 
providers to visit the village. 

To provide extra support, Lendlease 
Retirement Living villages partner 
with a world-class emergency call 
system provider to deliver in-home 
emergency call systems. Not 
solely for emergencies, this system 
provides residents with immediate 
connectivity to skilled operators who 
can talk through problems or send 
assistance as needed.

Ideally positioned in tree-lined 
Goyder Street, residents of The Aerie 
enjoy sweeping district views over 
Narrabundah and Canberra and 
convenient access to major centres. 
The village is located just nine 
kilometres from the CBD with the 
cafe culture and shops of Kingston 
and Manuka just minutes away.

The Aerie at Narrabundah, by Lendlease,  
is a CSO Gold Partner.

An approach to living 
that boosts wellbeing

Is a Lendlease Retirement 
Living village right for you?

A retirement village is suitable 
for a person who is 55 and over, 
whether retired or still working 
part-time. 

• Making friends couldn’t 
be easier. Each village has 
a community centre which 
forms the leisure and social 
heart of the village. 

• We love your furry friends 
as much as you do. The 
Village Manager will meet 
each pet to grant approval 
before taking up residency.

• Friends and family are 
welcome to stay. To preserve 
the neighbourhood ethos of 
the village, extended stays 
of more than 30 days should 
be discussed with the Village 
Manager.

• Worry-free travel. Enjoy 
travel knowing your property 
is safe and secure. 

• Mind, body and spirit. 
A supportive community, 
recreational facilities, an 
inspiring calendar of social 
events and dedicated 
healthcare partnerships.

Learn more at  
retireinact.com.au or  
call 1800 550 550

PARTNER FEATURE
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Be part of this incredible over 55’s lifestyle 
and enjoy:
• Single level access

• Exclusive resident clubhouse with indoor heated pool,  
gym, cinema viewing room, library and games area

• A gated and secure village

• Fixed fees for life

• Located close to the heart of Canberra and easy  
access to Manuka and Red Hill Shops

• Local bus to Woden and City Centre

Visit liveattheaerie.com our call our Sales Manager 
Rob Rowe on 0438 254 043 for more information

*Pricing and availability advertised are correct at the time of printing but are subject to change without notice. Information about the services and facilities providing in 
the village is correct at the time of printing but may change as the needs of residents change. Photographs are for illustrative purposes. Some images may depict items not 
provided by Lendlease within the units such as furniture and other decorative items. December 2021. Published by Lendlease RL Realty (NSW) Pty Ltd ABN 27 138 535 823

Your place 
to live well
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What drew you to the flute? Did you 
grow up in a musical family?

When I was seven, my dad took me 
to the music shop and let me choose 
which instrument I’d like to play. 
I was immediately drawn to the flute: 
I loved the sound and the challenge 
from the beginning. 

My grandmother and great-
grandmother on my dad’s side were 
both classical pianists. While neither 
of my parents are musicians, they 
both love all sorts of music and there 
was often music playing or someone 
singing at home. I have fond 
memories of singing Paul Simon and 
Cat Stevens songs with my dad while 
he played the guitar. 

My brother was an excellent 
clarinettist and had professional 
positions in orchestras in Australia 
and overseas before he decided on 
a career change, so he could move 
back to Sydney with his family. We 
had a double concerto written for us 
by George Palmer about 10 years ago 
that we performed with the Sydney 
Youth Orchestra at the Town Hall, 
which was a pretty special moment.

We play music all the time in my 
house now. I love mixing it up for 
my kids so they can experience 
everything from Beethoven to Ella 
Fitzgerald to Sigur Rós to Frozen! 

“Music feels to me like a  
language that you understand  
with more nuance over time.” 

Emma
Sholl

0

ARTIST IN FOCUS

INTERVIEW
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You’re often asked about your early 
success, being one of the youngest 
players ever appointed by the 
Sydney Symphony Orchestra at 
just 20. How have you evolved as a 
musician since then? What have you 
held onto, and what’s changed?

It was a baptism by fire when I began, 
with so many concerts each week 
and constant note learning, trying to 
keep up with new repertoire. I was 
pinching myself half the time; it was a 
dream come true and I was learning 
so much from those around me in the 
orchestra. Thankfully they had faith in 
my potential to learn quickly. 

Looking back, I definitely had a 
confidence in my ability that came 
from a very supportive family, 
amazing teachers and loads of 
performance opportunities in my late 
teens. There was a naivety, of course; 
although I certainly don’t practise 
as many hours now, with two young 
children, there’s a maturing of your 
music making that comes from life 
experience. Music feels to me like a 
language that you understand with 
more nuance over time. 

I’ve also become more efficient and 
targeted with practice, and I’m always 
learning from teaching others and 
seeing things from new angles. 

In May, you’ll perform CPE Bach’s 
Flute Concerto in D minor. Have you 
performed this work before? How do 
you approach a work like this?

I’ve never performed this work but 
I’m so excited to be learning it. The 
last time I performed a CPE Bach 
work was in my student days at the 
Conservatorium. Though not often 
performed in Australia, I think this 
flute concerto is one of the best solo 
works in the repertoire: full of beauty 
and elegance, but also fire and 
energy, with so much to explore in 
the harmonic language.

I’ve been enjoying listening to 
other CPE Bach music, including 
the keyboard version of this flute 
concerto. CPE Bach wrote an Essay 
on the True Art of Playing Keyboard 
Instruments which was later studied 
by Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. 
It’s an amazing connection to the 
composer’s world and a handy 
reference for ornamentation and 
embellishments.

0 

Other than practice, how do you 
prepare for a solo performance? 
What do you do in the hours before 
you walk onstage?

It’s funny, I think back to the 
beginning of my professional career 
and the amount of time I spent 
practising, warming up, keeping 
fit, getting in the right headspace…
then you have kids!

Like everything in life, it’s about 
balance. While, in many ways, I think 
it’s good to have that perspective and 
relegation of self, feeling prepared 
and being in top form is always 
the aim. I still believe that optimal 
preparation includes knowing the 
score back to front and taking care of 
myself with exercise, healthy eating, 
sleep and mental preparation. 

The mental side has become a 
real area of interest and a focus in 
my teaching: breathing techniques, 
visualisation, power poses for 
confidence. There’s been a 
noticeable shift in the importance of 
taking care of the whole self, rather 
than just shutting yourself away in a 
practice room for 10 hours a day, and 
there’s so much interesting research 
in sports psychology that’s relevant 
to all performers. 

My favourite podcast at the 
moment is ‘Minding your Mind’ with 
Professor Ian Hickie, a mental health 
expert, and author / broadcaster 
James O’Loghlin. 

0 

It sounds like a silly question… 
but just how hard is it, physically, to 
project in a concert hall as a flautist? 
What kind of fitness and technique 
does this demand?

It is a difficult thing, but forcing the 
sound is actually the opposite of what 
we need to do to project well into the 
hall. If we rely on the resonance of 
the sound and have a good core to 
the sound, then it should float right to 
the back. 

0 

Is there a story behind the 
golden flute?

I’ve always found them lovely to 
look at and had tried many over the 
years, but found them difficult to play, 
unresponsive and lacking beauty. 
About eight years ago, at a flute 
convention, I was encouraged to try 
this one by Lillian Burkart. It knocked 
my socks off and I was converted! 

Image: Ranui Young

/13

“There’s been a 
noticeable shift in the 
importance of taking 

care of the whole self”
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Not long before our interview, 
Nardi Simpson sends me a message: 
‘Running a bit late. Forgot about  
school pick-up. Chat in 15?’ I write 
back to say that is fine, of course, 
and then spend the next few minutes 
rewatching a video of Ensemble 
Offspring performing Simpson’s 
Of Stars and Birds. The three 
musicians, playing a flute, vibraphone 
and oboe, give an impassioned 
performance; notes group and gather 
and rise and form new shapes, 
before apparently dissipating into the 
atmosphere, though there is also the 
sense of a deep understanding, and a 
profound connection – to something 
that is more felt than seen or heard. 
It is joyful and full of vibrancy and life.
Once again, I am enthralled.

Simpson is a Yuwaalaraay (north-west 
NSW freshwater plains) composer 
and author. For 20 years she has 
written and performed as part of Stiff 
Gins. The renowned, Sydney-based 
acoustic harmonies duo has recorded 
three albums and won two Deadly 
awards, including most promising 
talent and best single.

In 2020, Simpson’s first novel, 
Song of the Crocodile, was published 
by Hachette Australia, having won the 
2018 black&write Writing Fellowship. 
The novel went on to be one of the 
most recognised in recent years, 
being longlisted for the Miles Franklin 
Literary Award and the Stella Prize, 
shortlisted in the NSW Premier’s 
Literary Awards, before winning 
Australia’s oldest literary award – 

the ALS Gold Medal. Song of the 
Crocodile will undoubtedly become 
an Australian classic. 

When Simpson joins the Zoom call, 
I ask her how her day has been so far. 

She looks out the window beside her. 
‘Yeah good. Been out in the garden 
today. We’ve just moved into a house. 
We’ve been in flats [until now], so it’s 
our first time having a garden. It’s 
lovely, even during lockdown, that 
you can see change; even minute 
changes are a big thing. So, you know, 
watering the garden – it’s a beautiful 
communion in these times.’

INTERVIEW

“The seed of knowledge is in your ear... 
It's about community, connection, relationship.”

YUWAALARAAY COMPOSER / AUTHOR

Nardi 
Simpson

0

WRITTEN BY  
NIGEL FEATHERSTONE



“When you love people, and you 
love stories, well, you know there’s 

something outside you that you 
can draw on.”

/15
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We move on to Of Stars and Birds, 
which was originally supported by 
the ABC through its Fresh Start 
program. What was the inspiration 
behind the work?

‘We’ve got a story about how the 
Southern Cross happens and it was 
loosely based on parts of that. But 
it’s not me telling the story – that’s 
important to say. It was me putting 
myself into the system of that story. 
The story’s written down – a lot of 
people know it – but I wanted to 
swim in it, as a little no-nothing. 

‘The story is based on the minggaa, 
the spirit tree, which has a cockatoo 
and a wedge-tailed eagle in its 
branches. The tree becomes a 
place that becomes a part of the 
constellation. We see the sky as 
bulima – the sky camp, the reflection 
of earth. I introduce myself to that 
story, through wonderful musicians.’

So, there is a link between the 
novel and Of Stars and Birds? 

‘Song of the Crocodile is me trying to 
integrate myself into our knowledge 
system. It’s another way of me having 
connections. Same with Of Stars and 
Birds. It’s me waving at culture and 
saying, “I’m here. My ears are open.” 
It’s not, “Look at me and see what I 
can do.” It’s more like, “I’m here and 
this is who I am, this is where I’m 
from, and I’m searching for meaning 
in all the things we are.”’

I want to know more about Simpson’s 
creative process. ‘I love starting from 
not-knowing,’ she explains. ‘I’m into 
learning. It’s less about music and 
more about people. Composition 
is about getting out of the way; it’s 
about enabling other people to be 
wonderful.’ She smiles at me and 
points a finger at the side of her head. 
‘The seed of knowledge is in your ear. 
I shouldn’t be the talky one. It’s about 
community, connection, relationship.’

Simpson composed Of Stars and Birds 
on a keyboard, rather than on paper. 

‘I needed to play it and then I 
imagined that I could play it even 
better, and then I workshopped 
it with people who could play it, 
and they give me ideas – it’s a 
collaboration. [It’s important to] allow 
people to feed your work. Then I 
played it again and tried to make it 
even better.’ Simpson also uses a 
graphic technique. ‘It’s like writing 
books, because you’re bringing 
in narrative elements, and visual 
elements. That’s a much more natural 
way for me to write music.’

In terms of art music, Simpson likes 
to ask herself about the traditions 
and how they can be massaged. 
‘What are the boundaries? How 
malleable are they? You can do 
anything you want; you’ve just got to 
know the musical language.’

Simpson has recently commenced a 
PhD at the ANU through the School 
of Music, with a keen interest in 
asking two questions: How might she 
help to Indigenise art-music practice? 
And how does Country infiltrate 
the traditions of classical music? 
‘That’s really interesting to me. But 
in Australia we’re a long way behind 
the yarn, and we’re upside down 
too.’ Simpson is also worried about 
those who feel channelled towards 
expertise. ‘Yuwaalaraay are the 
other way. For me, an appropriate, 
culture-led way is to talk about what 
I don’t know, what didn’t work, and 
why – that’s important. Because 
then it can become a resource for 
other people.’

It has been a tough period for writers 
and musicians, especially during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. What 
keeps Simpson going? ‘My dad and 
grandparents had it hard. I’ve got it 
good. But when you’re a Blackfulla 
you’re always on the outer, things are 
always a little bit skew-whiff. But I’m 
going to do it no matter what people 
say. There’s confidence in always 
being different. But also – and this 
goes for everyone – I often think of 
Linda Hogan, the North American 
poet. “When I’m walking, I’m close 
to my ancestors. Look, they say, 
you are the love of thousands.” 
That’s why I keep going. And do 
you know what, bruz? You are the 
love of thousands.’ Simpson turns to 
look through the window again. 
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“I love starting  
from not-knowing.” 
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‘When you love people, and you 
love stories, well, you know there’s 
something outside you that you can 
draw on.’ Her face now lit up with a 
great, beaming smile, Simpson turns 
back to the camera. ‘If nobody buys 
my book, or people throw a tomato at 
my performance in Canberra, I’ve got 
a lineage to people who loved me 
before they even knew me! How neat 
is that! Yeah!’

When we end our call, I hear rain 
outside the window. 

The next day, as I am listening to the 
recording of our conversation, I come 
to realise that, in the middle distance, 
there is the sound of a bird – every 
few minutes, singing. 

Image (previous page): Lucy Simpson

Nigel Featherstone is an Australian 
writer who has been widely 
published. His war novel, Bodies of 
Men, was published by Hachette 
Australia in 2019. It was longlisted 
for the 2020 ARA Historical Novel 
Prize, shortlisted for the 2020 ACT 
Book of the Year, and shortlisted 
in the 2019 Queensland Literary 
Awards. As commissioned by 
the Hume Conservatorium, 
Featherstone wrote the 
libretto for The Weight of Light, 
a contemporary song cycle, the 
score of which was composed 

by James Humberstone from the 
Sydney Conservatorium; this work 
was developed by The Street 
Theatre in Canberra, where it had 
its world premiere in 2018 (Mick 
Lampard as the baritone and Alan 
Hicks as the pianist). Featherstone’s 
new novel, My Heart is a Little Wild 
Thing, will be published by Ultimo 
Press / Hardie Grant in May 2022, 
and his play with songs, The Story 
of the Oars, is in development 
through The Street Theatre.

Image: David Lindesay

The CSO Chamber Ensemble 
performs Nardi Simpson’s  
Of Stars and Birds in the 2022 
Australian Series:

Australian Series – Stargazers 
7 April 2022, National Museum 
of Australia

NIGEL  
FEATHERSTONE: 
AUSTRALIAN WRITER 
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PARTNER FEATURE

Music by the River

Music by the River is a 
one-of-a-kind live music 
experience brought 
to you by Icon Water, 
Queanbeyan-Palerang 
Regional Council and 
the Canberra Symphony 
Orchestra. 

Held on the banks of the Queanbeyan 
River, this free event is the perfect way 
to enjoy music with the entire family. 
Music by the River is a wonderful night 
for both seasoned music lovers and 
those being introduced to the joy of 
live music for the first time. 

This year, the Canberra Symphony 
Orchestra will present an evening of 
orchestral classics from the likes of 
Gustav Holst, Percy Grainger, Bach 
and Puccini. Our 2022 program 
will also feature fabulous local 
singer, Rachael Thoms, performing 
alongside the orchestra. 

We will also welcome back our 
wonderful pre-entertainment, 
Woodface, and the synchronized 
singers from the Canberra 
Harmony Chorus. 

Enjoy local wines and tasty food 
van favourites or bring along your 
own picnic to enjoy. 

Held for the sixth year in a row in 
2022, Music by the River is made 
possible through the support of 
sponsors like Icon Water. 

‘We are excited to partner with the 
Queanbeyan-Palerang Regional 
Council to bring Music by the 
River back to the banks of the 
Queanbeyan River. The previous 
editions have been evenings to 
remember, and this year looks set 
to be another memorable event. 

‘Icon Water has been providing 
water to Queanbeyan for almost 
100 years, so we have a long 
history of partnership that’s 
worth celebrating.’ 

Ray Hezkial 
Icon Water Managing Director

Icon Water is a CSO Gold Partner

Image: Music by the River 2019, courtesy of 
Queanbeyan-Palerang Regional Council

Music by the River 
From 5pm, 
Saturday 26 February 2022

Queen Elizabeth II Park, 
Queanbeyan

For COVID-safety, registrations 
are essential and tickets are 
strictly limited. To register, 
go to eventbrite.com.au and 
search ‘music by the river’.

0 

Come along, enjoy  
the summer evening and 

music by the river.
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Worth  
the wait:  
Wagner’s 
Tristan

JESSICA COTTIS

0

The seed of inspiration for 
our 2022 season, this harmonic 
cluster opens Wagner’s Tristan 
und Isolde, a music-drama 
that follows the intense yet 
doomed love and longing of the 
titular characters. 

Wagner didn’t invent 
this chord. The infamous 
Renaissance composer, 
Carlo Gesualdo, perhaps used 
it first. And later, so did Mozart, 
Beethoven and Chopin. 

The combination of notes isn’t 
particularly striking. They can be 
‘spelled out’ enharmonically as 
a half-diminished seventh chord, 
a sound very much in fashion in 
mid-nineteenth-century Germany. 

But to paraphrase the classic 
Australian film, The Castle, it’s 
what Wagner did with it that was 
so extraordinary. 

It begins with a single line in 
the cellos, starting on an A, and 
reaching up to an interval of a sixth.

Image: Kaupo Kikkas

Richard Wagner’s ‘Tristan chord’ 
would have completely astonished the 

audiences who first heard it.

Jessica Cottis conducts the  
Prelude and Liebestod 
from Wagner’s Tristan und 
Isolde for the CSO’s opening 
mainstage concert:

Llewellyn One – Redemption 
13 / 14 April 2022 
Llewellyn Hall, ANU School 
of Music

INSIGHTS
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A BETTER WAY 
TO POWER 
YOUR BUSINESS.
YOUR PARTNER FOR THE FUTURE IS HERE.
shellenergy.com.au

Listeners may have expected a 
harmonious resolution, in keeping 
with conventions. But instead the 
sound is left suspended in the 
air, ambiguous.

The upper voice continues upward. 
The other voices descend, yet never 
seem to arrive or even settle. The 
effect is great tension, an almost 
unbearable sense of longing. 

And then, silence. 

It seems almost an eternity. 

Here, Wagner’s genius as a 
composer and dramatist is revealed. 
Just a few bars in, we find ourselves 
transported to a completely different 
sound world. 

Wagner repeats the motif again 
and again. By now, we’re on the 
edge of our seats, our ears craving 
a musical resolution. 

The composer refuses, delaying 
gratification. The love of Tristan 
and Isolde is eternal, their longing 
without end. 

It’s not until we finally arrive at Isolde’s 
Liebestod (‘love-death’) – over four 
hours later if you hear the whole 
opera – that the Tristan chord is 
resolved. As she utters the words 
‘almost rapture’, in her final moment 
of yearning ecstasy, the psychological 
drama reaches its resolution.

It’s not an overstatement to say that 
Tristan und Isolde is among the most 
important pieces of Western classical 

music ever written. The Tristan chord 
opened the door to modern music, 
where a sound could become an end 
unto itself, not merely a milestone on 
the way to harmonic resolution. 

The composers who followed 
couldn’t fail but be influenced by it.   

Listen out for four ‘Tristan chord’ 
moments in the opening bars to 
the Prelude: 

 – In bars 2 and 6, we hear a 
perfect fourth over a more 
harmonically tense tritone 
(augmented fourth)

 – These sounds are inverted 
in bars 10 and 12, the tritone 
in the upper parts above the 
perfect fourth
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French 
Connections
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Chamber Classics

“I don’t know if one should laugh  
at it or cry? Perhaps both?”

DEBUSSY TO GODET, ON HIS SONATA  
FOR FLUTE, VIOLIN AND HARP

/23
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In Ludwig van Beethoven’s day, 
the flute was the instrument 
par excellence of the gentleman 
amateur. His Serenade — here 
featuring Artist in Focus Emma 
Sholl — was written primarily for 
this profitable market and to help 
his friend Giovanni Cappi, a newly 
established publisher. 

At first glance a cheerful, witty and 
Haydn-esque divertimento, the work 
betrays Beethoven’s innovative 
approach to instrumentation: the 
flute mimics a French Horn fanfare 
while the bass is given, unusually, 
to the viola.

Meanwhile, swirling violin lines 
float above the mesmeric sonority 
of the harp in Camille Saint-Saëns’ 
free-flowing fantaisie, composed 
on the Italian Riviera. Imbued 
with Mediterranean flavour, it’s 
beautifully crafted, elegant, silky and 
atmospheric, an inventive bravura 
for both players.

A hundred years after Beethoven, 
Claude Debussy makes equally bold 
instrumental choices in this sonata 
and recalls the Eastern harmonies 
that shaped earlier orchestral 
works like La mer. It’s also possible 
the composer was influenced by 
performances of the shakuhachi and 
koto at the 1889 Paris Exhibition, 
Japanese instruments of timbral 
similarity to the flute and the zither, 
respectively. It’s a beguiling work; 
Debussy said, ‘I don’t know whether 
one should laugh or cry. Perhaps both 
at the same time?’

Image (previous page): Israel Rivera

2pm / 4.30pm 
Sunday 13 February 
Albert Hall, Yarralumla

0 
Emma Sholl 
Flute, Artist in Focus

CSO Chamber Ensemble

Kirsten Williams 
Violin
Sponsored by Glen and 
Lucille Halloran

Tor Frømyhr
Viola

Rowan Phemister
Harp
0 

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
Serenade for Flute, Violin and 
Viola, op. 25 (1796) 26’

CAMILLE SAINT-SAËNS
Fantaisie for Violin and Harp,  
op. 124 (1907) 11’

STUART GREENBAUM
The Way Through (2021) 9’ 
New CSO commission

CLAUDE DEBUSSY 
Sonata for Flute, Viola and Harp 
(1915) 18’

CHAMBER 
CLASSICS:
FRENCH  
CONNECTIONS
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Emma Sholl began working with the Sydney 
Symphony Orchestra at the age of 19. In 2003, she 

was appointed Associate Principal Flute. 

In 2002 –03, Emma studied in 
Geneva with Jacques Zoon. During 
that time, she performed in St 
Petersburg and Moscow as part of 
the World Orchestra for Peace.

Accolades include first prize in the 
National Orchestral Flute Competition 
(1999), the ABC / Symphony 
Australia Young Performers 
Awards (2001 – Other Instruments 
category) and the National Solo 
Flute Competition (2002).

Emma has appeared as guest 
principal with the Australian 
Opera and Ballet Orchestra, the 
Australian Chamber Orchestra, the 
Australian World Orchestra and the 
Adelaide, Queensland, Tasmanian 
and West Australian symphony 
orchestras, among others. She 
has appeared as soloist with the 
Hong Kong Sinfonietta and the 
Adelaide, Tasmania and Sydney 
symphony orchestras. 

As a chamber musician, Emma has 
performed in festivals across 
Australia and with groups including 
the Australia Ensemble, Sydney 
Omega Ensemble and Southern 
Cross Soloists. She recorded Bach's 
Brandenburg Concerto No. 4 with 
Angela Hewitt, Alison Mitchell and 
the Australian Chamber Orchestra as 
well as an album for flute and harp, 
Vignettes, with Jane Rosenson.

Emma lectures in flute at the 
Sydney Conservatorium. She plays 
a 14Kt rose gold Burkart flute. 

Image: Ranui Young

Emma Sholl
0
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ARTIST IN FOCUS
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A fanfare-like flute melody 
announces Ludwig van Beethoven’s 
cheery Opus 25 Serenade, violin 
and viola soon responding in kind. 
Published in 1802, the Serenade 
is very different in mood from the 
grand drama of the Third Symphony, 
‘Eroica’, which the composer would 
begin work on that year. There is also 
no outward sign here of Beethoven’s 
despair about his advancing 
deafness, which he revealed in 
his famous letter known as The 
Heiligenstadt Testament, written to 
his brothers in 1802 (but not opened 
until his death). 

But this upbeat music was probably 
not intended for the concert hall 
so much as for domestic music 
making – with recorded music still 
a century away, amateur chamber 
music filled homes and salons and 
provided an important source of 
income for composers.

Here Beethoven acknowledges 
the format set out by Mozart in his 
own serenades, opening with a 
bright march movement. The march 
is followed by a minuet with two 
trios – the first showcasing violin and 
viola alone, while the second trio 
sees the strings providing a bouncy 
accompaniment for the flute. 

A driving Allegro molto is soon 
followed by the Serenade’s longest 
movement. A theme and variations, 
the fourth movement opens with 
double-stopping from the strings 
that gives the illusion of a larger 
ensemble before Beethoven gives 
each instrument a moment in the 
sun. The Serenade comes to a close 
with a snappy melody and blistering 
Presto finale.

The Serenade was so popular that 
Beethoven allowed an arrangement 
of it for piano and flute or violin to be 
published in 1803 as his Opus 41. 

© Angus McPherson, 2021

Beethoven
Ludwig van 
Beethoven 
(1770–1827)

Serenade in 
D major, op. 25

Entrata: Allegro
Tempo ordinario 
d’un menuetto
Allegro molto
Andante con 
variazioni
Allegro vivace 
e disinvolto – 
Presto

CHAMBER 
CLASSICS:
FRENCH  
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There’s a languid, sun-kissed feel 
to Camille Saint-Saëns’ Fantasie 
for violin and harp that may well 
reflect the composer’s state of mind 
when he composed it, holidaying in 
Bordighera on the Italian Riviera in 
1907 after overseeing a production of 
his opera Le Timbre d’Argent staged 
in Monte Carlo.

The composer was in his early 70s 
when he wrote this music, having 
enjoyed a successful career that 
saw Franz Liszt call him ‘the greatest 
organist in the world’ and Charles 
Gounod anoint him ‘the French 
Beethoven’. By 1907, Saint-Saëns had 
produced a significant body of work, 
including the pieces for which he is 
best known – the Danse Macabre, 

the ‘Organ’ Symphony, his opera 
Samson and Delilah, The Carnival 
of the Animals and his five piano 
concertos. At the turn of the century, 
Saint-Saëns’ music appears to look 
back to an earlier era compared 
with what was being composed by 
the likes of Debussy, Schoenberg 
and Mahler at the time, but it is 
nonetheless exquisitely crafted, 
with an elegance and lyricism that 
has ensured it’s still well-loved and 
regularly played over a century later.

Saint-Saëns dedicated this Fantasie – 
a free-flowing work in a single 
movement – to violinist Marianne 
Eissler and her sister, harpist 
Clara Eissler. It’s one of several 
works the composer wrote for harp, 

including the solo Fantasy of 1983 
and the 1918 Morceau de concert for 
harp and orchestra. 

From the tranquil, mysterious 
introduction, Saint-Saëns leads his 
players through a variety of moods, 
including at one point a particularly 
Mediterranean-infused section where 
a repeating harp motif – reminiscent 
of Spanish guitar – underscores a 
florid, improvisatory violin line. 

The work was immediately popular. 
Marianne Eissler wrote to Saint-Saëns 
after the premiere in London to 
report: ‘My sister and I owe to you the 
greatest success of our career.’ 

© Angus McPherson, 2021

Camille  
Saint-Saëns 
(1835–1921)

Fantaisie in  
A major,  
op. 124 Saint-Saëns
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The Stuart Greenbaum sound has 
overt connections to jazz, pop and 
minimalism but is equally grounded 
in the Western art music tradition. 
Having studied composition with 
Broadstock and Conyngham at the 
University of Melbourne, Greenbaum 
holds a position at the Melbourne 
Conservatorium of Music as Professor 
and Head of Composition. He is the 
author of over 230 works including 
24 sonatas, seven string quartets, 
five piano trios, seven concertos, 
five symphonies and two operas.

He was a Featured Composer at 
the 2006 Aurora Festival, resident 
composer at the 2009 Port Fairy 

Spring Music Festival and Composer 
in Focus at the 2009 Bangalow Music 
Festival. In 2009 he was Australia’s 
representative for the Trans-Tasman 
Composer Exchange, working in 
Auckland with NZTrio on a new piano 
trio, The Year Without a Summer, 
which toured nationally for Chamber 
Music New Zealand, in Sydney for the 
ISCM World New Music Days (2010) 
and internationally at the City of 
London Festival (2011). 

He was Featured Composer with 
the Flinders Quartet in 2016 and 
Resident Composer with Melbourne 
Youth Orchestras in 2019. He was a 
Resident Fellow at the Akiyoshidai 

International Art Village in Japan in 
2019 and a Composer in Residence 
at the Visby International Centre for 
Composers in Sweden in 2020. 

stuartgreenbaum.com

Image: Annabelle Farid

STUART GREENBAUM
AUSTRALIAN COMPOSER 

Greenbaum
This is a journey piece. 

About travel. Maybe a long way 
or at night. Taken to an unfamiliar 
destination. 

Perhaps alone. 

And on some journeys we encounter 
obstacles; or a fork in the road. 

The way through could literally 
involve a bridge or a tunnel or a 
change of platform at a train station – 
but is equally an allegory for how we 
navigate our daily lives. 

© Stuart Greenbaum, 2021

Stuart 
Greenbaum  
(b. 1966)

The Way Through

New CSO 
commission

This work was commissioned 
by the Canberra Symphony 
Orchestra for their Chamber 
Classics series and premiered 
by Emma Sholl with the CSO 
Chamber Ensemble at Albert 
Hall, Yarralumla, Canberra on 
13 February 2022. 
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In the final years of his life, in poor 
health and depressed at the state of 
Europe during the First World War, 
French composer Claude Debussy 
set out to write six sonatas for 
‘diverse instruments’. The final piece 
in the cycle was to have included 
all the instruments used in the five 
previous works. Debussy’s publisher 
Jacques Durand wrote in his memoirs 
that it was a performance of Camille 
Saint-Saëns’ Septet (for trumpet, 
two violins, viola, cello, double bass 
and piano) that inspired the project. 
Debussy only completed three 
sonatas, however, before his death – 
one for cello and piano, one for violin 
and piano, and this haunting Sonata 
for Flute, Viola and Harp.

Debussy was diagnosed with cancer 
in 1909. He began work on the sonata 
project in 1915 after recovering from 
an operation that had left him unable 
to compose for a year. ‘It’s only in 
the last three months, staying in the 
house of friends by the sea, that I’ve 
been able to think in music again,’ he 
wrote to Igor Stravinsky.

From the mysterious opening of 
the Pastorale, Debussy’s colourful 
palette appears to recall earlier 
works like Prélude à l'après-midi d'un 
faune (Prelude to the Afternoon of a 
Faun), written in the years after the 
composer’s life-changing exposure to 
Javanese Gamelan music at the 1889 
Paris Exposition Universelle. Indeed, 
he described the Sonata for Flute, 
Viola and Harp to a friend, Robert 
Godet, as ‘the music of a Debussy 
whom I no longer know.’

The flowing Interlude is marked 
‘Tempo di minuetto’ but it is more 
an impressionistic suggestion of a 
dance than a literal dance movement, 
while the Finale presses forward 
with urgent intensity.

‘It’s frightfully melancholy,’ 
Debussy wrote to Godet. ‘I don’t 
know if one should laugh at it or cry? 
Perhaps both?’ 

© Angus McPherson, 2021

Debussy

‘I don’t know if one  
should laugh at it or cry? 

Perhaps both?’

Claude Debussy 
(1862–1918)

Sonata for Flute, 
Viola and Harp

Pastorale
Interlude
Finale

0
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“But what if the beginnings of the 
universe were simply fun? And if  

God exists, what if he was simply told 
by his mum to go outside and play for a 
while, or to maybe make something?”

CHRISTOPHER SAINSBURY ON  
“IN THE BEGINNING, FUN”

Stargazers
0

Australian Series

AUSTRALIAN  
SERIES:
STARGAZERS
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Millennia before telescopes and space travel, 
we gazed up at the night sky with great awe and 
curiosity. Early stargazers followed the trajectories of 
celestial objects, weaving this intricate knowledge 
into systems of navigation and telling time. For 
generations, stars and planets have also held deep 
symbolic significance in storytelling, philosophy and 
community life.

The striking majesty of the night sky is reflected 
in Richard Meale’s Coruscations, meaning sudden 
flashes of light or a display of brilliance. Meale 
borrows from French composer Pierre Boulez to 
construct a dynamic soundscape underpinned by 
a rigorous harmonic logic. Connor D’Netto’s String 
Quartet No. 2 is similarly mathematical, mirroring the 
poetic rhythm and rationality of the heavens.

Astronomy has an important place in the traditions 
of hundreds of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples, deeply embedded in stories 
of the Dreaming. Nardi Simpson’s Of Stars and 
Birds is inspired by the Yuwaalaraay story of a 
constellation that resembles two cockatoos roosting 
in the branches of a tree, which many now call the 
Southern Cross. Brenda Gifford draws us deeper 
into the rich connection between Earth and sky with 
Mungala, meaning ‘clouds’ in the Dhurga language of 
the Yuin people.

The night sky has long been a map of identity, a 
means of knowing and wayfinding. Our perspective 
shifts and broadens as we gaze upwards and 
outwards. This program includes two new responses 
to the ancient canvas above us, from composers 
Christopher Sainsbury and Jakub Jankowski.

6.30pm, Thursday 7 April 
National Museum of 
Australia, Acton

0 
Jessica Cottis 
Conductor 

CSO Chamber Ensemble

Kirsten Williams 
Violin
Sponsored by  
Glen and Lucille Halloran

Doreen Cumming 
Violin

Lucy Carrigy-Ryan 
Viola

Patrick Suthers
Cello

Kiri Sollis 
Flute
Sponsored by  
Jane Batts

Alan Vivian 
Clarinet

Veronica Bailey 
Percussion

Edward Neeman
Piano

Supported by the  
Eldon and Anne Foote 
Trust, a charitable fund 
account of Lord Mayor’s 
Charitable Foundation

RICHARD MEALE AM, MBE
Coruscations (1971) 6’

CONNOR D’NETTO
String Quartet No. 2 in  
E minor (2015) 10’

CHRISTOPHER SAINSBURY 
In the beginning, fun 
(2021) 6’ 
New CSO commission

BRENDA GIFFORD
Mungala (Clouds) (2018) 6’

NARDI SIMPSON 
Of Stars and Birds (2020) 5’

JAKUB JANKOWSKI
To the Waters Above 
(2022) 6’ 
New CSO commission

CULTURAL PARTNER

AUSTRALIAN  
SERIES:
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canberraweekly.com.au  |  @canberraweekly     
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Canberra Symphony Orchestra

Now delivering local, national and world 
news seven days a week online and free

SWITCH OFF

TUNE IN 

SWITCH ON

We understand how important it is 
to create space for calm in today’s 
fast paced world. The Canberra 
Symphony Orchestra has brought 
joy and calm to the nation’s capital 
for 60 years and we’re proud to 
have supported them for more  
than 20 years.
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Meale
The title of Richard Meale’s piano 
solo Coruscations, inspired by the 
Aurora Borealis, immediately evokes 
images of glittering, multi-hued 
light. There’s no doubt that the 
intense colour and luminescence 
that bursts from the opening notes is 
just as responsible for Coruscations 
becoming a modern classic as the 
work’s technical brilliance.

Born in 1932, Meale is often listed 
alongside Peter Sculthorpe as 
ushering in Australian music’s 
‘coming of age’ during the 1960s. 
Meale studied several instruments, 
including piano, as well as history 
and theory at the NSW State 
Conservatorium of Music in Sydney, 
but he taught himself composition. In 
1960, his Sonata for Flute and Piano 
earned him a scholarship to study 
non-Western music at the University 
of California, Los Angeles, where 
he immersed himself in Gagaku, the 
court music of ancient Japan, and 
Indonesian gamelan music. 

Returning to Australia, he worked as 
a performer, lecturer, broadcaster, 
conductor and composer and was 
a passionate advocate for the 
European avant-garde, introducing 
the Australian public to new music by 
the likes of Pierre Boulez and Olivier 
Messiaen as well as conducting 
the Australian premiere of Arnold 
Schoenberg’s Pierrot Lunaire.

Meale incorporated the modernist 
techniques of these composers into 
his own music across the 1960s, 
culminating in Coruscations, which 
was written on a commission from 
pianist Roger Woodward, who gave 
the premiere in London in 1971. 

Ross Edwards (whose Monos II 
premiered in the same concert) 
wrote in the program notes that 
Coruscations ‘is constructed from 
a total of ten interrelated sonorities 
which are subjected to a rigid system 
of transpositions and permutation.’ 
Meale himself has described 
using Boulez’s technique of ‘chord 
multiplication’ in order to ‘contain 
a harmonic logic and a sense of 
wholeness, whilst using short bursts 
of sound.’ 

This mathematical approach has 
nonetheless resulted in dazzling 
and remarkably lyrical music, 
foreshadowing the direction of 
Meale’s later compositions. As music 
writer James Koehne once put it, 
Meale was ‘the most Romantic of 
Modernist composers.’ 

© Angus McPherson, 2022

Richard Meale 
(1932–2009)

Coruscations

...dazzling and  
remarkably  

lyrical music...
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RICHARD MEALE
AUSTRALIAN COMPOSER

Born in 1932, Richard Meale 
studied piano, clarinet, harp, 
history and theory at the NSW 
State Conservatorium of Music, 
but in composition remained self-
taught. In 1960 he was awarded a 
Ford Foundation Grant which he 
used to undertake studies in non-
Western music at the University 
of California, concentrating on 
Japanese court music and Javanese 
and Balinese gamelan.

After returning to Australia, Meale 
joined the Music Department of the 
Australian Broadcasting Corporation, 
where for seven years he made an 
important contribution to national 
radio with special programs of Asian 
and contemporary music. As a 
pianist, lecturer and broadcaster, 
conductor and composer, Meale 
played a crucial part in the 
propagation of avant-garde music 
in Australia. 

He has given the first local 
performances of works by Boulez, 
Bussotti, Castiglioni and Messiaen, 
as well as conducting the Australian 
premiere of Schoenberg's Pierrot 
Lunaire with Marilyn Richardson.

Meale achieved international 
recognition with works such 
as Images (Nagauta) (1966), 
Nocturnes (1967), Very High Kings 
(1968), …Clouds Now and Then 
(1969), Interiors/Exteriors (1970), 
Coruscations (1971), Evocations 
(1973) for Paul Sacher / Collegium 
Musicum of Zurich, and his String 
Quartet (1975). He was represented 
at festivals such as ISCM World 
Music Days and the Paris Rostrum, 
and frequently broadcast on 
European radio. 

Meale’s operas, Voss and Mer de 
Glace, both with libretto by 
David Malouf, premiered in 1986 
and 1991, respectively. His first 
Symphony premiered in 1994. 
Later works include Melisande 
(1996), Lumen (1998), Palimpsest 
(1999), commissioned by the 
Griffith Ensemble and Three 
Miro Pieces (2002).

Richard Meale died in 2009, aged 77.

This abridged biography is published with 
the kind permission of the Australian Music 
Centre (AMC). Further detail is available at 
australianmusiccentre.com.au
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Sainsbury
We so often hear grand or serious 
music pertaining to the universe, 
the stars and the planets, such as 
John Williams’ main theme for Star 
Wars. And at times we might hear the 
opposite – sublime music such as 
‘Venus, The Bringer of Peace’, from 
The Planets by Gustav Holst. 

But what if the beginnings of the 
universe were simply fun? And if God 
exists, what if he was simply told by 
his mum to go outside and play for a 
while, or to maybe make something? 

Perhaps that's how we got the 
universe! 

This is the approach in this piece. 
It’s about fun and play. 

There are some more organic or 
serious moments, but it keeps 
coming back to fun and play. 

Christopher 
Sainsbury  
(b. 1963)

In the beginning, 
fun for string 
quartet and 
marimba

New CSO 
commission

Christopher Sainsbury has 
made a steady and sustained 
contribution to Australian music 
since the mid-1980s and teaches 
composition at the Australian National 
University in Canberra. Previously he 
worked for many years as the Head 
of Arts & Media at the Eora Centre, 
an Indigenous Tertiary College in 
Sydney. Significantly, he is an Australian 
Indigenous composer, being a 
descendant of the Dharug people (often 
known as the Eora or Cadigal) of Sydney 
and surrounds. He is the founder and 
artistic director for the Ngarra-burria: 
First Peoples Composers program. 

1980s commissions were from 
Australian flute elder Gordon Yemm, 
the Australian Chamber Orchestra, the 
Newcastle Bi-centenary Authority, his 
previous home group, the Central Coast 
Symphony Orchestra, and more. 

Recent commissions are from the 
Friends of Chopin Australia, from 
Dan Walker’s Oriana Choir, former 
Senator Bob Brown (an earth anthem), 
the Griffyn Ensemble, the Sydney 
Symphony Orchestra, the Central 
Coast Youth Orchestra, Melbourne 
Conservatorium Faculty group 
Ensemble Three, Roland Peelman 
for the Canberra International Music 
Festival, and from Richard Mills for the 
Victorian Opera. 

He writes songs, choral pieces, 
chamber pieces, orchestral pieces, and 
jazz, and enjoys it all. He might explore 
regional identity through his work, or 
Indigenous narratives, contemporary 
guitar techniques (the guitar being his 
instrument), and at times jazz influences 
may be found sounding through 
his work.

sainsburymusic.com

CHRISTOPHER SAINSBURY
AUSTRALIAN COMPOSER
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W W W . Q O T E . C O M . A U

4 2 L I N E S _ L E T T E R P R E S S

P A R T  O F  T H E  Q OT E  G R O U P

L E T T E R P R E S S  •  D E S I G N  •  P R I N T I N G

S I G N A G E  •  A N T I Q U E  B O O K  B I N D I N G

Whilst it is fun and playful, all of the 
harmonic and melodic material in the 
work stems from three pentatonic 
scales a major third apart, based 
on C, E and Ab. It’s deliberately 
quite symmetrical. This symmetry 
is extended in the A section 
through the employment of various 
canon techniques, including an 
inverted canon and a retrograde 
mensuration canon. 

To interrupt this order, I introduce 
an element of randomness by 
alluding to comets in the various 
‘drifting melodic lines’ which pass 
through the canon. These lines then 
largely inform the B and middle 
sections of the work, which still 
utilise the main A material as well, yet 
more organically, in a more through 
composed way. 

The work closes with a slightly 
more developed return of 
the A section material.  

© Christopher Sainsbury, 2021

There are some more organic or serious moments,  
but it keeps coming back to fun and play.

Commissioned by the 
Canberra Symphony Orchestra 
for their Australian (Chamber) 
Series 2022
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CONNOR D’NETTO
AUSTRALIAN COMPOSER

D’Netto
Connor D’Netto 
(b. 1994)

String Quartet No. 
2 in E minor 

I keep being misquoted as having 
said that this piece is about ‘the 
contours of the Australian landscape.’

I didn't.

It's not.

Not really.

. . . 

but you can keep on thinking  
that if it helps you, people seem 
to like that sort of thing. 

© Connor D’Netto

Connor D'Netto (he/him, b. 1994) 
has been described as ‘the model 
contemporary Australian composer’ 
by ABC Classic FM.

Balancing driving rhythmic 
elements, heartfelt lyrical 
expression drawn from his 
background as a classical singer, 
a lushly textural approach to 
orchestration, and the delicate 
incorporation of electronic music 
elements, Connor’s work is a 
constant attempt to bring together 
sprawling artistic interests, and 
in doing so, create connections 
across audiences and communities.

In 2021 Connor was the recipient 
of an APRA-AMCOS Professional 
Development Award in the 
Classical/Experimental category. 
Early in the year, The Australian 
listed Connor as one of their ‘21 
Hottest Creative Artists of 2021.’ 

His music has been commissioned 
across Australia and abroad, and 
earned him fellowships with the 
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra 
and New York collective Bang On 
A Can.

Connor is the Co-Director of 
Dots+Loops, Australia’s post-genre 
music and arts series, creating 
spaces to transcend the barriers 
that divide genres, artforms, and 
communities.

Connor graduated with a Master of 
Music as a Tait Trust Scholar at the 
Royal College of Music in London 
and holds a Bachelor of Music 
with First-Class Honours from the 
University of Queensland.

connordnetto.com 
@connordnetto

Image: Ray Roberts Photography
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Gifford
Brenda Gifford

Mungala (Clouds)

BRENDA GIFFORD 
AUSTRALIAN COMPOSER

Mungala / Clouds are an element 
of country and so an extension of 
my culture.  

© Brenda Gifford

Brenda Gifford is a contemporary 
classical composer and a Yuin 
woman. A First Nations woman, 
her culture is the basis of her 
arts practice. Brenda works 
collaboratively, with an interest 
in using the medium of music to 
express her culture. 

Brenda is the 2022 Peggy Glanville-
Hicks Resident. In 2021, her original 
composition Djiribawal (Four) 
was premiered at the Canberra 
International Music Festival, played 
by the Australian Art Orchestra. 

In 2020, Brenda was Ensemble 
Offspring’s inaugural First Nations 
Composer in Residence. She is 
currently working on a piece for 
the Sydney Symphony Orchestra; 
other notable commissions include 
Four Winds Festival, Sydney Dance 
Company, Sydney Living Museums, 
Canberra International Music 
Festival and One Day in January.

In addition to composing, Brenda is 
a saxophonist. She has performed 
with Bart Willoughby, Kevin Hunt, 
the Black Arm Band, Mixed Relations 
and other artists and ensembles. 
Brenda is a member of the Women 
in Composition Program at the 
University of Sydney Conservatorium 
of Music undertaking a master’s in 
composition. Her music is available 
via ABC Classic.

brendagifford.com 
@gifford1707

Image: Marissa McDowell
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Of Stars and Birds was written 
after an invitation to contribute to 
Ensemble Offspring's birdsong 
collection. As a new composer in 
the earliest development stages 
of my craft, I worried how my work 
would stand alongside the pieces 
of experienced, accomplished 
composers who had already 
contributed to this series. As an 
Aboriginal musician with limited music 
theory, I also worried if I could create 
something of a standard suitable for 
the ensemble and its project partners.

In times like this I look to Yuwaalaraay 
to provide guidance and strength. 
I quickly realised our knowledge, 
connection and relationship to 
birds equalled the complexity and 
detail of advanced musical theory, 
compositional practice and creative 
conception. So, I worked hard to 
imbue this piece with the things I 
know well, cultural concepts and 
knowledge, enabling a transformation 
away from a commissioned 
composition and into an extension 
of my own lived and practised 
cultural experience.

Of Stars and Birds developed then 
from a significant Yuwaalaraay story 
ending in the creation of the southern 
cross but traversing the enormity of 
land, lore, death and rebirth. Birds 
weave this story into our dreaming 
cosmos, the conventional limitations 
of earth, sky, death, day, life and 
night dissolving and creating its own 
universe of existence – a bit like 
my compositional craft, a mixture of 
tradition and innovation – teachings 
that extend between the storytelling 
and songmaking of Australia’s First 
Peoples and the explorations and 
expressions of a new music composer 
at the beginning of exciting,  
musical journeys. 

© Nardi Simpson, 2020

Simpson
Nardi Simpson 
(b. 1975)

Of Stars and 
Birds

Birds weave  
this story into our 

dreaming cosmos, the 
conventional limitations 
of earth, sky, death, day, 
life and night dissolving 

and creating its own 
universe of existence

0
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NARDI SIMPSON
AUSTRALIAN COMPOSER 

The annual National Capital Art Prize is an
Australia-wide competition for paintings of any subject

Entries open 

7 February 2022

nationalcapitalartprize.com.au

Nardi Simpson is a Yuwaalaraay 
storyteller from New South Wales’ 
northwest freshwater plains. As a 
member of Indigenous duo Stiff 
Gins, Nardi has travelled nationally 
and internationally for the past 22 
years. She is also a founding member 
of ‘Freshwater,’ an all-female vocal 
ensemble formed to revive the 
language and singing traditions of 
New South Wales river communities.

Nardi is a graduate of Ngarra 
Burria First Peoples Composers 
and is currently undertaking a PhD 
through the ANU School of Music 
in composition. She is the current 
musical director of Barayagal, a cross 
cultural choir based at the Sydney 

Conservatorium of Music. In 2021, 
Nardi was the Conservatorium’s and 
Ensemble Offspring’s First Nations 
Artist in Residence. 

Nardi’s debut novel, Song of the 
Crocodile, was winner of the 2017 
Black&Write! Fellowship and the 
ALS Gold Medal and was longlisted 
for the 2021 Stella Prize and Miles 
Franklin Awards. Nardi currently lives 
in Sydney and continues to be heavily 
involved in the teaching and sharing 
of culture in both her Sydney and 
Yuwaalaraay communities. 

nardisimpson.com 
@nardigaz

Image: Lucy Simpson
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Jankowski
It is easy to take for granted the fact 
that we are unable to truly see the 
stars at night in our modern urban 
cityscapes – our artificial lights 
obscure those of the heavens. 

In order to fully see the night sky, 
we must make a deliberate effort 
to escape the noisy glow and 
sensory distortions of our electrical 
surroundings. When stargazing, our 
numbed perceptions require time 
to settle and adjust to the darkness. 
With patience and stillness, more and 
more of the heavens are opened to 
our gaze. 

I have attempted to depict this 
‘perceptual widening’ musically: 
throughout the piece, more and 
more of the night sky is gradually 
revealed in the sonic fabric. As our 
sight becomes clearer, we are able to 
see higher and further. Accordingly, 
the musical trajectory also becomes 
a voyage upwards through the 
firmament of the night sky. 

Our journey is occasionally 
obscured by clouds which gently 
move across our view, and which 
become an integral part of the 
musical unfolding.   

© Jakub Jankowski, 2022

Jakub Jankowski

To the Waters 
Above

New CSO 
commission

With patience 
and stillness, more 

and more of the 
heavens are opened 

to our gaze. 
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JAKUB JANKOWSKI 
AUSTRALIAN COMPOSER
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“Characterised by striking tensions, 
and bold rhythms, harmonies and 

orchestration, its florid passages and 
extended double-stopping figures 

demand a virtuosic soloist.”
JILLIAN GRAHAM ON MARGARET SUTHERLAND’S VIOLIN CONCERTO

Redemption
0

Llewellyn One
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We begin with one of the most 
blazingly original harmonic ideas in 
the history of Western classical music: 
the ‘Tristan’ chord, the standard-
bearer for a season dedicated to 
musical vision. Brimming with tension 
and dissonance, it sounds the 
opening of Richard Wagner’s ‘music-
drama’, Tristan und Isolde, before 
surrendering to what feels like an 
eternity of silence, leaving the listener 
with no idea what comes next.

There’s something spiritual and 
transcendent in the love Tristan and 
Isolde share, a kind of redemption 
born not of lust but of a strange, 
mystical journey approaching 
otherworldly transfiguration. This 
is music of tantalising expectation, 
epitomised in the Liebestod 
(Love-Death), their final moment 
of yearning ecstasy.

So full of ambiguity and expectation, 
Wagner’s Tristan chord influenced 
all the composers who followed him. 
We hear the echoes a century later 
in Bernard Herrman’s Vertigo, the 
soundtrack to Alfred Hitchcock’s 
masterful psycho-thriller. As in 
Tristan, the score is central to the 
drama: psychological, mysterious, 
lingering and suspenseful.

In Margaret Sutherland, we 
discover musical innovation akin 
to Wagner’s, albeit expressed in a 
very different cultural context. One 
of the most influential Australian 
voices of the twentieth century, 
her Violin Concerto is an ingenious 
blend of lyrical Romanticism and the 
modernist, post-Stravinsky sound 
world she inhabited.

The influential German composer 
Felix Mendelssohn blurs the 
lines between the sacred and the 
symphonic in his Fifth, referencing 
the solemn, six-note motif of the 
‘Dresden Amen’, an allusion Wagner 
later imitated in his Parsifal opera, 
despite his distaste for Mendelssohn.

The ‘Reformation Symphony’, also 
draws on Martin Luther’s ‘Ein feste 
Burg is unser Gott’ (A mighty 
fortress is our God), penned as 
the Augsburg Confession was in 
session. A commemoration of that 
momentous chapter in the Lutheran 
tradition, Mendelssohn’s symphony 
resonates well beyond its historical 
context with a message of joy and 
universal humanness.

Image (previous page): Pia Johnson

7.30pm, Wednesday 13 /  
Thursday 14 April 
Llewellyn Hall,  
ANU School of Music

0 
Jessica Cottis 
Conductor

Courtenay Cleary
Violin

Canberra Symphony Orchestra

0 

RICHARD WAGNER
Prelude and Liebestod from  
Tristan und Isolde (1857–59) 29’

MARGARET SUTHERLAND AO, 
OBE
Concerto for Violin and Orchestra 
(1954) 25’

BERNARD HERRMANN
Suite from Vertigo (1958) 10’

FELIX MENDELSSOHN
Symphony No. 5 in D major,  
op. 107 ‘Reformation’ (1830–32) 33’
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JESSICA COTTIS
CHIEF CONDUCTOR  
AND ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

Award-winning conductor Jessica 
Cottis, named ‘2019 Classical 
“Face to Watch”’ (The Times, 
UK), is much in demand, working 
regularly with leading orchestras 
such as the London Symphony 
Orchestra, Royal Philharmonic 
Orchestra, Singapore Symphony, 
Los Angeles Philharmonic, Danish 
Radio Symphony Orchestra, Prague 
Radio Symphony Orchestra, Opéra 
Orchestre national Montpellier, new 
music ensembles such as London 
Sinfonietta and Bang on a Can, as 
well as numerous re-invitations at the 
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, 
and the prestigious BBC Proms. She 
has recorded for the BBC, ABC and 
Decca Classics labels.

One of the most outstanding 
Australian conductors working today, 
2022 marks Cottis’ second season 
as Chief Conductor and Artistic 
Director of the Canberra Symphony 
Orchestra. Under her leadership, the 
orchestra has already developed a 
number of important new initiatives, 
including significant commissions 
and championing of Australian 
works. Recognised for her engaging, 
wide-ranging and thought-provoking 
programming, Cottis' domain is 
music of the nineteenth to twenty-
first centuries. This season she will 
conduct major works by Wagner, 
Sibelius and Stravinsky in Canberra, 
and make highly anticipated debuts 
with orchestras including Bremer 
Philharmoniker, RTÉ National 
Symphony Orchestra, Opéra National 
de Bordeaux, Oslo Philharmonic, and 
Royal Danish Opera. 

A gifted communicator, Cottis works 
widely as an advocate for classical 
music. Described as ‘cool, contained, 
super-articulate and engaging’ 
(The Scotsman), she is a frequent 
contributor on BBC radio and 
television, commenting on a wide 
range of arts-related topics, from 
opera to architecture, synaesthesia, 
the environment and acoustics.

Cottis’ early musical career was 
as an organist. Awarded first class 
honours at the Australian National 
University, she continued her studies 
in Paris with pioneering French 
organist Marie-Claire Alain. After a 
wrist injury halted her playing career, 
she began conducting studies at the 
Royal Academy of Music in London, 
studying with Colin Metters and Sir 
Colin Davis. She went on to serve 
as Assistant Conductor of the BBC 
Scottish Symphony Orchestra and 
at the Sydney Symphony Orchestra, 
where she worked closely with 
mentors Sir Donald Runnicles, 
Charles Dutoit, and Vladimir 
Ashkenazy. More recently, she was 
honoured with the title of Associate 
of the Royal Academy.

Cottis resides in London, and outside 
of music pursues her passion for 
butterflies all over the world. 

jessicacottis.com 
@jessicacottis

Image: Kaupo Kikkas
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Courtenay 
Cleary

Courtenay Cleary graduated with a Master of 
Music from The Juilliard School (New York), where 
she studied with Naoko Tanaka and received the 
M & E Cohen and Charles H. Bechter scholarships. 
Courtenay received a Bachelor of Music with first 
class honours from the Royal Academy of Music 
(London) where she studied with Maureen Smith. 

In 2017, Courtenay performed for Her Majesty 
Queen Elizabeth II at Westminster Abbey for the 
Royal Commonwealth Service, broadcast on BBC 
television. In 2018, she performed at Buckingham 
Palace for the Opening Ceremony of the 
Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting. 

Courtenay has performed at prestigious venues 
including the Wigmore Hall, St James’ Piccadilly, 
Regent Hall, Colston Hall and the Lincoln 
Centre. Recent Australian performances include 
Beethoven’s Violin Concerto with the Willoughby 
Symphony and Orchestra Corda Spiritus, the 
Australian premiere of David Lang’s Mystery 
Sonatas, and two solo recitals at QPAC.

Courtenay has received prizes from the Tait 
Memorial Trust and ABRSM, as well as the 
Dame Joan Sutherland and Guy Parsons 
awards. Courtenay was recently awarded a full 
scholarship to undertake a Doctor of Philosophy 
in contemporary violin music at the University 
of Queensland. 

courtenaycleary.com  
@courtenaycleary

Image: Pia Johnson
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KIRSTEN WILLIAMS
CONCERTMASTER

One of Australia’s leading violinists, 
Kirsten Williams has performed widely 
as a soloist, recitalist and chamber 
musician, in concert and on ABC 
radio. In 2019, she was appointed 
Concertmaster of the Canberra 
Symphony Orchestra. She also leads 
the Australian National University’s 
Women in Music program.

Kirsten studied with Alice Waten 
at the Sydney Conservatorium and 
with Igor Ozim in Switzerland. She 
then joined the Royal Opera House 
Orchestra at Covent Garden and the 
Academy of St Martin in the Fields, 
touring and recording widely.

On returning to Australia, Kirsten 
was appointed Associate Leader of 
the Australian Chamber Orchestra. 
She has also appeared as guest 
Concertmaster of the Australian 
Opera and Ballet Orchestra, the 

Sydney Philharmonia and the 
Queensland Symphony Orchestra. 
From 2000–2019, Kirsten was 
Associate Concertmaster with the 
Sydney Symphony Orchestra. 

A dedicated teacher, Kirsten has 
worked with the Sydney and Australian 
youth orchestras. In 2022, she will lead 
the new Canberra Symphony Youth 
Chamber Orchestra program.

Kirsten has a passion for music 
for healing: she has recorded two 
CDs for the Australian Bush Flower 
Essences and, in 2014, was named 
Volunteer of the Year for her work 
playing in the Intensive Care Unit at 
Westmead Children’s Hospital. That 
same year, she became patron of the 
Goulburn Strings Project, designed to 
bring music education to children in  
low-socioeconomic, regional contexts.

Image: Martin Ollman

The orchestra list for  
Llewellyn One will be available 
at the concert.
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Wagner
Wagner’s Tristan and 
Isolde is arguably the 
Romantic opera par 
excellence. With its setting 
in the Celtic dreamtime 
of Arthurian legend, use 
of magic potions and 
the central theme of 
fatally unrequited love, 
Tristan has it all. 

Wagner interrupted work on Siegfried, 
the third opera in his massive Ring 
cycle to compose Tristan between 
1856 and 1859, and it was first 
performed in Munich in 1865. In some 
respects it seems that Wagner needed 
time out from the scale and complexity 
of the Ring dramas; Tristan, with its 
much simpler plot, enabled Wagner 
to refine his musical and dramatic 
means of depicting the psychology 
of his characters. It was also at about 
this time that Wagner became deeply 
influenced by Arthur Schopenhauer, 
whose philosophy was an amalgam 
of certain Buddhist teachings with a 
very German pessimism. Put simply, 
Schopenhauer argued that the 
liberation of the soul came about 
through the renunciation of the will 
to live. This was a perfect fit with 
Wagner’s long-held obsession with 
redemption through renunciation 
(his heroines are forever throwing 
themselves off cliffs or into funeral 
pyres to save the men they love). 
In Tristan and Isolde death is not 
only the goal of life, it is the ultimate 
consummation of erotic passion. 

The Tristan story is an ancient Celtic 
legend, but Wagner based his version 
on that of Gottfried von Strassburg 
who wrote at the beginning of the 
13th century. Tristan is accompanying 
Isolde from Ireland to her wedding 
to King Mark in Cornwall. They have 
some history: Tristan had killed 
Isolde’s former betrothed in battle, but 
had found himself in her care when he 
himself was wounded. Now seeking 
revenge, Isolde orders her servant to 
prepare a death-potion, but the well-
meaning servant substitutes a love 
potion which both Tristan and Isolde 
drink. Act II of the opera is effectively 
a long love duet, though the lovers are 
discovered by King Mark at a crucial 
moment. Tristan is wounded and is 
carried off to his castle on the Breton 
coast where he dies in Isolde’s arms. 
She then sings the famous Liebestod 
and dies in ecstatic expectation of 
their reunion beyond the grave. 

Richard Wagner 
(1813–1883) 

Tristan and 
Isolde: Prelude 
and Liebestod 
[Love-death] 

LLEWELLYN
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A bit like Vivaldi, Pialligo Estate 
celebrates all four seasons.

THEPIALLIGOESTATE.COM.AU Summer menu out now.

While the drama is very simple, 
Wagner’s music is revolutionary in the 
way in which it depicts unrequited 
love. In essence, the music of the 
whole opera avoids any conventional 
resolution of dissonance until 
the very end. The Prelude opens 
with three unaccompanied notes 
which land on the so-called ‘Tristan 
chord’, a dissonant chord which in 
traditional harmonic ‘syntax’ can lead 
anywhere: here it is followed by a 
second, marginally less dissonant 
chord. Throughout the Prelude this 
use of unresolved dissonance, and 
sequences which promise a climax but 
never quite fulfil it, gives the music its 
sense of mounting erotic tension. 

The Liebestod uses music heard in 
the Act II duet. Here Wagner uses 
common (mainly major) chords, but 
the music moves restlessly from 
one key to another, again avoiding 
any sense of repose. In the duet the 
expected climax was foiled by the 
arrival of King Mark, represented by a 
hideous forte discord. Here, however, 
as Isolde sings her transfigured 
vision of Tristan, and ‘drowns, sinks 
unconscious’ in ‘supreme bliss’, the 
music finally discovers a radiant and 
serene B major.

Wagner described the work as ‘more 
thoroughly musical than anything 
I have done up until now’ and it is here 
that music, as possibly never before, 
enacts and describes the psychology 
at the basis of his drama. With this, 
and the large scale use of unresolved 
dissonance, music itself would never 
be quite the same again. 

© Gordon Kerry, 2004

Reprinted by permission of Symphony 
Services Australia

“it is here that music, as possibly never before,  
enacts and describes the psychology at the basis of his drama. 

With this, and the large scale use of unresolved dissonance, 
music itself would never be quite the same again”
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Sutherland
Orchestral composition was not 
always Margaret Sutherland’s 
preference, but in an intense period 
of writing between the end of her 
marriage in 1947 and her retirement 
from composing in the late 1960s, she 
tackled larger forms. The Concerto 
for Violin and Orchestra (1960), her 
only concerto, is a fine example, one 
that demonstrates the composer’s 
unique personal idiom. 

Apart from the piano, the violin was 
Sutherland’s favourite instrument, 
and she wanted to write an expansive 
concerto highlighting its tonal 
qualities and capabilities. Indicating 
her intent, she commented that 
‘immense contrasts, together with 
the peculiarly poignant loneliness 
of an individual voice in the midst 
of overwhelmingly larger forces, 
are significant features of most 
concertos.’ The work was more 
extrovert and passionate than her 
usual, she felt, which suggests it is a 
profound expression of her inner self. 

Though romantic and lyrical in its 
intent and gestures, it was, and is, a 
contemporary work. Characterised by 
striking tensions, and bold rhythms, 
harmonies and orchestration, its 
florid passages and extended 
double-stopping figures demand 
a virtuosic soloist. English violinist 
and conductor Thomas Matthews, 
who premiered the concerto with 
the Victorian Symphony Orchestra 
conducted by George Tzipine on 
11 October 1961, commented that the 
double-stopping ‘called for enormous 
concentration and control’, while ‘the 
running passages lay more easily’. 
‘I can’t tell you how enthusiastically 
he threw himself into my Violin 
Concerto’, Sutherland wrote to 
Peter Sculthorpe in October 1961, 
‘and how magnificently he played it. 
It just took my breath away.’ 

The work has deservedly enjoyed 
a recent resurgence. Prior to this 
performance, it was performed 
in October 2016 by the Monash 
Academy Orchestra under 
Alexander Briger with Elizabeth 
Sellars as soloist. In March 2021, 
conductor Ben Northey led the 
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra in 
a performance featuring Associate 
Concertmaster Sophie Rowell. 

Margaret 
Sutherland  
(1897–1984)

Concerto for 
Violin and 
Orchestra

Allegro
Adagio
Allegro
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“I can’t tell you how 
enthusiastically he threw 

himself into my Violin 
Concerto’, Sutherland 

wrote to Peter Sculthorpe 
in October 1961, ‘and 

how magnificently he 
played it. It just took my 

breath away.” 

The harmonic and rhythmic qualities 
of the concerto are apparent from 
the beginning of the two-part first 
movement. While there is no defined 
development section, its themes 
are expanded and transformed. The 
first theme is heard by the orchestra 
and then by the violin in a dramatic 
opening. The second, a transformation 
of the first, is accompanied by a 
dissonant, martial ostinato. The more 
expansive third theme is followed by 
an intensely lyrical section, against 
which the soloist plays an increasingly 
fast figuration. A cadenza-like 
passage is heard over the orchestra’s 
accompanying first theme material 
above a throbbing timpani and double 
bass motive. The second part, a 
varied recapitulation of the exposition 
themes, culminates in another 
cadenza-like passage. The movement 
ends softly in the soloist’s and second 
violins’ upper range, over a low 
pedal for the horn, contrabassoon 
and timpani.

The second movement is a sombre 
lament based on a recurring theme 
introduced by the horn with an 
accompaniment that continually 
transforms melodically and 
harmonically. The solo violin leads a 
sad, inevitable cortège, reminiscent 
of Shostakovich’s wartime 
processionals. The movement ends 
with the dissonant combination of 
F and F# with which it began, and 
links to the third movement. 

The final movement’s foundation 
is the slow movement’s theme 
transformed to give it a fanfare-
like quality, also based on F. While 
seemingly lively, there are grim and 
melancholy martial undertones 
which sometimes appear mocking 
and almost grotesque. Towards the 
end the music returns to the elegy 
of the slow movement, followed by 
a frenetic dance with a tonal centre 
of E. While the work ends with this 
harmony, a dissonant F is added, 
recalling the movement’s beginning, 
and mirroring the F–F# combination 
of the slow movement transposed 
down a semitone.  

© Dr Jillian Graham, 2021

Dr Graham’s biography of Margaret 
Sutherland is to be published by 
Melbourne University Publishing.

0
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The stature of Margaret Sutherland 
is unique in Australian music. Her 
work spans over fifty-five years, 
with more than ninety compositions, 
years of inspired teaching, recitals, 
and close personal involvement with 
Australian poets, young composers, 
with music education, and with the 
wider struggle for the recognition of 
the arts in Australia. She is honoured 
both as a distinguished composer and 
as one who continuously generated 
fresh interest and activity in the field 
of music. 

Born in 1897, Sutherland was 
awarded a scholarship in 1914 to 
study piano with Edward Goll, and 
composition with Fritz Hart at the 
Marshall Hall Conservatorium, 
after which she taught piano and 
theory and worked as assistant to 
Edward Goll.

In 1923, Sutherland went to 
London and Vienna where she 
became involved in the musical life 
of these cities and absorbed the 
influences of European culture. In 
England, Sir Arnold Bax became a 
valued friend and musical mentor. 
She returned to Australia in 1925. 

During World War II, Sutherland 
arranged chamber music concerts for 
the Red Cross and became a member 
of the Council for Education, Music 
and the Arts. For many years she 
was associated with the Australian 
Advisory Committee for UNESCO, 
and was a member of the Advisory 
Board for the Australian Music Fund. 

In 1969 Margaret Sutherland was 
awarded an honorary Doctorate 
of Music from the University of 
Melbourne in recognition of her 
contribution to Australian music. 
In 1970 Commonwealth recognition 
followed with the awarding of an OBE.

Sutherland died in 1984.

This abridged biography is published with 
the kind permission of the Australian Music 
Centre (AMC). Further detail is available at 
australianmusiccentre.com.au

Image reproduced by permission of the 
Australian Broadcasting Corporation – 
Library Sales.

MARGARET SUTHERLAND 
AUSTRALIAN COMPOSER
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She starts to undress. He is looking 
through a peephole. Subdued 
lecherous string music. She puts 
a bathrobe on. The eyeball in the 
peephole dominates the screen. 
Excited. Lascivious. She walks into 
the bathroom and turns on the water. 
The shower curtain closes. Rows 
of water are coming down straight 
on the camera. The audience is in 
the shower with her. Then, in the 
background, the door opens and a 
shadow emerges, menacingly close 
to the shower curtain. Suddenly, the 
curtain flings open. The violins shriek 
as the knife comes down, repeatedly. 
Blood. On the wall, in the bath, down 
the plughole. Silence. The abyss 
of infinity. Then her eye. Open. 
Unresponding. Vacant. Dead. 

The shower scene from Psycho. 
Few people would not know this 
terrifying montage, arguably the 
greatest synthesis of sight and sound 
in cinematic history – the thrusting of 
that terrible knife, synchronised with 
the horrific screeching upper strings. 

The film is vintage Hitchcock, and the 
music classic Herrmann. The son of 
Russian immigrants, New York-born 
Bernard Herrmann is perhaps not the 
best-known of the Hollywood film 
composer imports, but certainly one 
of the most talented. 

Herrmann
Bernard 
Herrmann  
(1911–1975) 

Vertigo – Suite 

“Music on the screen can seek out and intensify the 
inner thoughts of the characters. It can invest a scene 
with terror, grandeur, gaiety, or mystery. It can propel 
narrative swiftly forward or slow it down. It often lifts 
mere dialogue into the realm of poetry. Finally it is 
the communicating link between the screen and the 
audience, reaching out and enveloping all.” 
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A graduate of Juilliard and New 
York University, where he studied 
composition with Percy Grainger, 
he was renowned for moving away 
from the full, lush arrangements 
of the neo-Romantics so popular 
in Hollywood at the time, opting 
instead for smaller, often unorthodox 
orchestration. Herrmann also disliked 
long, singable melodies, favouring 
small clusters of notes as a structural 
unit, not unlike the leitmotif. 

‘The reason I don’t like this tune 
business is that a tune has to have 
eight or sixteen bars which limits a 
composer. Once you start, you’ve got 
to finish – eight to sixteen bars.’ 

1936 began his collaboration with 
motion picture iconoclast, Orson 
Welles. In fact it was Welles, after 
working with Herrmann at CBS on 
several radio plays including War of 
the Worlds, who encouraged him to 
try his hand at film music. The result 
was Citizen Kane. 

When Paramount asked Herrmann to 
write the score for The Trouble with 
Harry, his association with Hitchcock 
began. They worked on nine films 
together – the partnership ending 
when Hitchcock rejected his score 
for Torn Curtain. This was the start 
of a change in the studios’ concept 
of film scoring, and the beginning of 
Herrmann’s Hollywood hiatus. 

‘Real film music is only of 
archaeological interest now. 
What’s currently demanded of a 
film composer is that he come up 
with a pop tune easily identified 
with the movie to help promote it. 
Those highly touted scores for such 
films as A Man and a Woman and 
Dr Zhivago are nothing more than a 
few popular tunes strung together 
by the most obvious kind of musical 
bridges, obviously conceived and 
obviously executed.’

However, during his years with 
Hitchcock, Herrmann wrote some 
of Hollywood’s most enduring film 
scores, not least of which being 
Vertigo. The film itself is regarded by 
cinema aficionados as one of the ten 
greatest films of all time, and certainly 
one of Hitchcock’s best. 

Made in 1958, and filmed in 
technicolor, it’s the story of a man 
who is tricked into something 
that becomes an obsession – 
essentially a horrible practical joke. 
The film’s lead character Scottie 
(James Stewart) is asked by an old 
college friend to keep an eye on 
his wife, Madeleine (Kim Novak), 
who appears to be descending into 
madness. Scottie has a fatal flaw of 
his own – uncontrollable vertigo. 

But to reveal too much of the plot 
would be to ruin the film for those 
who have not seen it. Needless to 
say Scottie and Madeleine fall in love, 
but can their love survive Madeleine’s 
terrible secret? In his inimitable style, 
Herrmann assigns small motifs to 
both the characters and the locations 
in the film. Perhaps the most haunting 
is Madeleine’s theme. It is desperate, 
searching, aching music, mirroring 
her demeanour. 

Herrmann’s perception of the 
function of film music is made clear 
in his reply to an article by Erich 
Leinsdorf criticising its irrelevance: 

‘Music on the screen can seek out 
and intensify the inner thoughts of 
the characters. It can invest a scene 
with terror, grandeur, gaiety, or 
mystery. It can propel narrative swiftly 
forward or slow it down. It often 
lifts mere dialogue into the realm of 
poetry. Finally it is the communicating 
link between the screen and 
the audience, reaching out and 
enveloping all.’ 

© Hilary Shrubb, Symphony Australia

Reprinted by permission of Symphony 
Services Australia
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In 1830 Mendelssohn sent a copy 
of his new untitled symphony to 
his sister, Fanny:

Try to collect opinions as to the 
title I ought to select: ‘Reformation’ 
Symphony, ‘Confession’ Symphony, 
Symphony for a Church Festival, 
‘Juvenile’ Symphony or whatever 
you like. Write to me about it 
and instead of all the stupid 
suggestions, send me one clever 
one; but I also want to hear all the 
nonsensical ones that are sure 
to be produced.

Whether or not Mendelssohn 
considered ‘Reformation’ Symphony 
a stupid name, it was the name that 
stuck, with the full title ‘Symphony for 
the Festival of the Reformation of the 
Church’ appearing on the first title 
page. The symphony was composed 
for the three-hundredth anniversary 
celebrations of the Augsburg 
Confession (the moment that signifies 
the birth of the Protestant church): 
celebrations that failed to take place 
due to civil unrest. To make matters 
worse, the orchestra of the Paris 
Conservatoire, who were the next 
to consider giving the premiere, 
rejected the symphony as ‘dry 
and scholastic’, citing ‘too much 
counterpoint, too little melody.’ 

This was something of a shock for the 
young composer: an attack not just 
on himself, but on counterpoint itself, 
which was his homage to his beloved 
Bach. The premiere performance 
did not take place until 1832, at the 
Singakademie in Berlin; and the work 
was not published until after the 
composer’s death, which explains 
why his second symphony is now 
known as No 5.

Musicologist Charles Rosen claims 
that ‘Mendelssohn is the inventor 
of religious kitsch in music.’ He 
defines this as music that ‘substitutes 
for religion itself the emotional 
shell of religion.’ Such comments 
may recall the Fascist attempts 
to remove Mendelssohn from the 
canon: ‘Mendelssohn was an Ersatz 
for German master’, wrote critic 
Karl Grunsky, in 1935. However, 
Rosen sees the ‘pseudo-religious’ 
or ‘hyper-religious’ in Mendelssohn 
as an important part of his legacy. 
Mendelssohn, Rosen maintains, 
begat Franck and Saint-Saëns at their 
most pious, and even Wagner.

Mendelssohn
Felix 
Mendelssohn  
(1809–1847)

Symphony No. 5 
in D minor, op. 
107 Reformation

I. Andante –  
Allegro con fuoco
II. Allegro vivace
III. Andante
IV. Andante con 
moto
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Much has been made of the 
similarities between the Reformation 
Symphony and Wagner’s ‘Grail’ motif 
in the opera Parsifal. Both composers 
drew on the well-known (and still 
sung today) ‘Dresden Amen’ for their 
material. Wagner’s friend Wilhelm 
Tappert refuted any allegations of 
plagiarism on Wagner’s part, claiming 
that Mendelssohn and Wagner 
were independently exposed to the 
‘Amen’, in Dresden. Rosen, however, 
suggests that the debt runs deeper. 
In creating Parsifal, Wagner wanted 
the audience to feel like participants 
in a religious experience, and 
‘Mendelssohn’s technique of turning 
his listeners into devout worshippers 
lay conveniently at hand.’

So how does a composer 
turn his ‘listeners into devout 
worshippers’? One way of creating 
a ‘hyper-religious’ experience is 
by using already existing religious 
material. The first movement of the 

Reformation Symphony opens with 
a slow and pious introduction, which 
introduces the ‘Dresden Amen’. The 
rising intervals create a feeling of 
ascent, as if the music itself were 
nudging the listener heavenward. 
Mendelssohn then launches into a 
dramatic Allegro con fuoco which 
develops this material. 

Commentators have suggested this 
movement describes the ‘reformers’ 
joy in combat, their firmness of belief 
and trust in God.’ We hear a religious 
fervour that verges on ferocity, and 
then an abbreviated version of the 
opening – as if the affairs of humanity 
were interrupted for a moment by 
God. The movement concludes 

dramatically, à la JS Bach, with a 
glorious Tierce de Picardie – an 
unexpected major chord ending. 
For the pious, there is always a 
happy ending, finally.

The middle two movements act as 
foils to the religious gravitas of the 
outer two. The second movement 
is a gracious expression of joy, and 
grows in exultation and celebration. 
The third movement, an Andante, 
is simple in conception, but deeply 
felt. The theme for the finale appears 
at the end of the third movement, 
on flute. It is a statement of a 
Lutheran hymn – ‘Ein’ feste Burg ist 
unser Gott’ (A mighty fortress is 
our God) – allegedly written by Luther 
himself. From simple beginnings, 
Mendelssohn builds a mighty fortress 
indeed, drawing on all the resources 
of counterpoint. The work concludes 
with a triumphant statement of 
the chorale. 

© Anna Goldsworthy, 2001
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6.30pm, Friday 8 April 2022
Gandel Hall,  
National Gallery of Australia
cso.org.au/gala

Fundraising

Music is joyous, dangerous 
and exhilarating, 
otherworldly and 
unbounded, ancient and 
immediate. Music connects 
us, animates us, uplifts us, 
challenges us and delights us. 

From snap lockdowns to travel 
restrictions, the arts have been hit 
hard by the COVID-19 pandemic – 
two years running. Now, more than 
ever, we need your support as we 
continue to enrich the capital region 
through music, from breathtaking 
concert experiences to meaningful 
community engagement. 

Show your support by joining us at 
our annual CSO Fundraising Gala, 
a dazzling evening of music and 
connection. Enjoy fine food and wine, 
networking opportunities and the 
chance to take home exceptional 
prizes and money-can’t-buy 
experiences.

Hosted by Sir Angus Houston, 
Chair of the CSO, with a keynote 
address from Jessica Cottis, Chief 
Conductor and Artistic Director. 

To discuss opportunities for 
sponsorship or prize donation, 
please contact

Diana Forrester
External Relations Manager
Canberra Symphony Orchestra
diana.forrester@cso.org.au
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Sue Dyer | S.W Dyer
Desley Eaton 
Alex Elliot 
Clif Elliott 

Julie Evans 
Glenn Everett 
Wendy Fahy 
M N Falk
Lyn Farrand 
June Faulkner 
Dr Miriam Fischer
Bill Fitzgerald 
Ian Fletcher 
Kim Foster 
Dr William Fraser
Judith Fraser 
Margaret Frey
Stephen Frost 
Margo Geering
Greg George
Graham & Gillian 
Giles 
Vivien Gleeson 
Ian & Shirley 
Gollings
Ian Gordon 
Ros Gordon 
Dr & Mrs Michael & 
Joyce Gore 
Peter Grabham 
Malcolm Gray 
Sherryl Greathead 
Rosemary Greaves
Jocelyn Green 
John & Lea 
Greenaway 
Lyn Greenfield 
Larry Greetham 
Bernardette 
Greethead 
Pauline Greig 
Kay Griffiths 
Anne Hall 
Marlene Hall
Sue Hancock 
Colin Harmer
Jeanette Harper
Marleine Harris 
Pamela Harris 
Suzanne Hartshorn 
Julie Harvey
David Hatherly 
Sue Hays 
Judith Henderson 
Ross Henty 
Margot & Gordon 
Herbert 
Elizabeth Hewson
Gerhild Hider 
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Jean Higgie 
Lorraine Higgins 
Anthony Hill 
Angela Hillier 
Colleen Hills 
Russell Holly 
Anthony Holmes 
Robyn Holmes
Kathleen 
Holtzapffel
Eugene Holzapfel 
Jennifer Horsfield 
Julie Hotchin 
William & Rosemary 
Huff-Johnston
Rev & Mrs Raymond 
& Rosemary 
Hughes 
Garth Hunt 
Geoff Huston 
Claudia Hyles 
Chris Hyman
Anne Isaacs 
Richard & Diane 
Jackson
Chris Jenkins 
Dr Harold Jenner 
Sophie Jerapetritis 
Sharon Johns 
Vivienne Joice 
Barry Jones 
Peter Jones 
G.A. Joseph
Meryl Joyce 
David & Marilyn 
Junor 
John Kalokerinos
Davorka Karacic 
Roger & Edna 
Kauffman 
Richard & Jenny 
Kemmis 
David & Rosemary 
Kennemore
Elizabeth King 
G King
Julie King 
In loving memory of 
Elmer Kiss
Ron Kluken 
Carol Kotz 
Dr & Ms Sybille 
Kovacs 
Bjarne Kragh
N. Landau

Gayle Lander 
Louise Lawrence 
Dr Penelope 
Layland 
Rob & Thelma 
Leach 
Chris Lee & Linda 
Richardson
Penelope Lee 
Jenny Lees 
Ruth Lin 
Peter Lindenmayer 
Judith Lindgren
Barbara Livesey 
Richard & Penny 
Lloyd Jones 
Joanna Longley 
Paris Lord 
John & Jinnie Lovett
Dr & Mrs Richard & 
Winifred Loy 
Gail Lubbock 
Sue Ludwig
Ian & Anne 
Macdonald 
Diana Macdonell 
Joycelyn Maclean 
Dr & Mrs Tim 
& Alice-Anne 
Macnaught 
Patricia Makeham
Luigi Domenico 
Malfone
Eric & Geraldine 
Martin 
Angela Mawbey 
Peter & Christine 
May 
Carmel McBride 
Dr David McCarthy 
Margaret McCawley 
Jonette McDonnell 
Dr & Mrs Angus & 
Alison McIntosh 
Donna McKendrey 
Judy McKenna 
Perry & Joy 
McKerihan 
Ian & Roberta 
McRae 
R & S Miller
Peter Mitchell 
Philip Mitchell 

Prof & Mr Tanya 
Monro 
Ruth Monty 
Penelope Moyes
Louise Muir
Mark Muir 
Elizabeth Murphy 
Robert Murphy 
Heather Nash
Ryan Neilsen 
Bruce Neindorf
Linda Nelson 
Peter & Mary 
Nelson 
Greg Newman
Dr & Mrs Anthony & 
Julia Nicholls 
William Nicholson 
Ruth Nitschke 
Ann Northcote
John Nutt 
Helen O'Brien 
Pamela O'Keeffe
Pamela O'Neil 
Cathie O'Neill 
Marie Oakes
John Cowie & Olga 
Blasch 
Robert Orr 
Nick Otter 
Maureen Owen 
Judith Pabian 
Max & Pat Parker 
Geoff Parkinson 
Roger Pegrum 
Alice Pelham 
Thorman 
Dr Ranji Perera 
Julie Pettit 
Sally Phillips 
Sue Pidgeon
Paul & Mary Pollard
Terence & Anne 
Polleycutt 
Dr Lesley Potter 
Theodore 
Prawiradiraja 
Diana Primrose 
Neville Probert 
Anna Prosser
Margot Prout 
Dr & Mr Joanne 
Ramadge 
Peter & Loreign 
Randall

Dr & Mrs David & 
Catherine Randles 
Miranda Rawlinson
Dr Oliver Raymond 
OAM and Mrs 
Helen Raymond
Robert & Elizabeth 
Read 
Robyn Reddan 
Jan Reksten
Susan Reye 
B&P Rhemrev
Janet Rickard 
Anderson Ritchie
Felicity Roberts 
Jill Robilliard
Jane Robinson 
Prof Brian Robson 
Frances Rose 
Verna Rosling 
Fiona Ross 
Jennifer Rowland
Patricia Rudkin 
Stephan Rudzki 
John & Anne 
Rundle
Geoffrey Rutledge 
Matt Ryan 
Dr Les Rymer 
Margie Salmon 
Hillary Salmon 
Krone 
Michael Sassella 
Victoria Schmettow 
Dorothy Service 
Heather Shelley 
Elizabeth Shonk 
Suzanne Short 
Helen Sigley 
Kerry Silcock 
Marian Simpson
Richard Sinclair 
June Slatyer 
Christopher Sloan 
Megan Smiles 
Graham Smith
Father Howard & 
Joan Smith 
Helen Smith 
Dr Jennifer 
Spalding 
Elizabeth Stanford 
Bill Stanhope 
Catherine Statton 

Prof Susan 
Stocklmayer AO
Patricia Stoddart 
Dr & Mrs Brian & 
Patricia Stone 
Arnis Stonis 
Dennis Strand 
Carmel Strangio 
Nick Stuparich 
Dr & Mrs John & 
Ann Sutton 
Pamela Swaffield 
Carol Tankard 
Polly Templeton 
Keith & Jan Thomas 
Barbara Thompson 
Dr Jane Thompson 
Dr Mark Thomson 
Nick Thomson 
Richard Thwaites 
Mick Toller 
Robert Townsend 
Suzanne Vaisutis-
White
Sabina Van Rooy 
Jack Vernon 
Robyn Waddington 
Jeremy Wainwright 
Marguerite 
Walshaw 
Andrew Walter 
Brenton Warren
Peter Warren 

Catherine Webb 
June Westmacott
Don Whitbread OAM
Beryl White 
Beatrice Wilder 
Rosslyn Wiley
Ian and Beryl Wille
Alex and Jean 
Williams
Warren & Catherine 
Williams 
Anne Willoughby 
David Wilson 
Margot Wilson 
Ian & Wendy 
Wingett 
Geraldine Winnett 
Sally Wodzinski 
Christine Worth 
Diane Wright
Annabel Wyndham 
Fae Yeatman 
Cameron Zellner

The CSO also gratefully acknowledges 
donations from Contributing Members.
The CSO greatly values its community 
of generous donors and supporters. 
Every donation, large or small, makes 
a tangible difference to the artistic and 
community impact of the orchestra. 

Donations are acknowledged in 
rest magazine for a period of twelve 
months. The list is updated for each 
edition (four time a year) and is 
correct at the time of printing. 

Every effort has been made to 
ensure donors are acknowledged 
correctly – if you notice an error 
or omission, please contact us via 
philanthropy@cso.org.au.

PHILANTHROPY
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